
 

HOW TO SHOW, HAVE FUN, AND WIN WITH CAMELLIAS! 

ALL ARE INVITED TO ENTER…BEGINNERS OF ALL AGES 
WELCOME. COME AND ENJOY THE BEAUTY OF THE BLOOMS. 
WE’RE HERE TO HELP. 

Camellia bloom entries are accepted from 8:00—11:00 a.m. Judging 11:00 a.m.—
12 noon. There is no entry fee. Camellia society members will assist newcomers 
with entry procedures. You do not need to be a member of a camellia society to 
enter. If you are not sure of the name of your bloom, we will try to identify it at the 
Information Table at the show.  

 
GET READY  

A few days before the show, walk around your garden, looking for possible blooms. 
Mark branch.  

To keep leaves from pressing against bloom, pin back leaves with clothes pins or 
clips.  

Organize low-sided boxes, filled with polyfiber, other soft material, or torn 
newspapers on which to place blooms to avoid bruising. Blooms should not touch. 
Boxes with lids work well so they can be stacked in transport. Also, closed boxes 
can be put in the refrigerator to preserve blooms.  

Alternate method:  Use floral water picks with pointed ends. Fill picks with water 
and floral preservative. Push tip into a styrofoam board for support. Place styro 
board in a box for transport. Cut a longer stem on the bloom so it can be extended 
into the pick.  

Gather clippers, small scissors, tweezer, Q-tips, paper towels, pen, and Camellia 
Nomenclature book if you have one. Bring pitcher for water to be poured into 
display cups  

 



 

SELECTING A BLOOM  

Well-formed, symmetrical bloom with no blemishes or brown spots. Best if just fully 
opened.  

Fresh stamens forming a neat center, preferably without stray petaloids (though 
some varieties are allowed to have petaloids.)  

For a tray of three or five blooms of one variety, try to match them as closely as 
possible.  

 

PREPARING  

Cut bloom with 2” stem if placing in box and a 3” stem if placing in a floral pick.  

Shake off any ants. Trick: If you breathe on the bloom, the warm breath causes 
the ants to come to the top of the flower.  

If you have a number of camellias, group blooms in boxes by entry classes—
japonicas; reticulatas/hybrids; boutonnieres; species; multiples on trays; seedlings, 
mutants, or sports; and fragrant blooms, to speed the entry process.  

Cut a few leaves with no blemishes that are in good proportion to the bloom. The 
leaves should be from the same variety that you’re exhibiting. Leaves do not need 
to be attached to the bloom. Clean and polish leaves. Nestle next to bloom in box.  

Write bloom name on slip of paper or on back of bloom’s leaf and place next to 
bloom.  

If available before the show, prepare entry card. Otherwise fill out card in prep 
area at the show. Refer to Exhibition Rules and Division Schedule as well as 
Camellia Nomenclature book.  

If cutting blooms a day ahead, store in a cool area like a garage or in a covered 
box in the refrigerator.  



 

PREPPING AT SHOW  

Ask for help at the Information Table if you are new to entering blooms.  

Gather cups, bottles for tiny blooms, plates for multiple blooms. These are 
provided by Oregon Camellia Society. Add water to pitcher.  

If you have multiple blooms of one variety, select the best for a single entry or use 
on a tray of multiples. If needed, gently clean the bloom and stamens. If bloom is 
not fully open, push gently with Q-tip or blow on petals. You can subtly alter the 
bloom, but judges must not be aware of this.  

Pour water in cup. Recut stem of bloom and position in cup to put the bloom’s best 
face forward. Tuck one or two leaves only, under the bloom at upward angles, 
such as two o’clock and ten o’clock positions.  

Fill out entry card if not yet completed. If camellia name is unknown, ask for input 
from camellia society member at the Information Table.  

Place bloom in proper division to be judged. Readjust bloom and leaves to best 
advantage. You are considered a novice if you have not yet won a novice prize or 
a trophy.  

 


